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contractor was based in New
Jersey. thus creating a licensing
conflict. When he withdrew his
bid in September the delay was
caused. The second contractor
also withdrew. for various rea-
sons, and left the Student Center
without an open Fun Factory. As
to the original contractor 9 Carl
Aylman said, "Tastyvend's bid
did not go according to specifica-
tions that we were asking for in
terms of numbers of machines
and vintage of the machines, and
things like that. The other three
bids we looked at carefully and
checked references."
There is no cost for having the
Fun Factory open. The only ex-
penditures that the Student
Center must pay are having a
room for the machines to be in,
and the electricity that they con-
sume. The vendor assumes all
costs involved induding provid-
ing the equipment, insurance,
and the dollar bill changer. The
Student Center retains 500/0 of
the profits made by the ma-
chines. This shows up in the
Student Center budget under
Income.
In past years this has
meant up to $3.000 a year for
the Student Center. Now, it is
hoped that the center can make
at least $5,000 or more.
Carl stressed that the Student
Center is not concerned so much
with the profits that the Fun
Factory might make, but with
the enjoyment that the students
receive from playing with the
machines. The Fun Factory is
now to be open 9:00 a. m. to 7:00
p.m.
By Veronica Szanto
The new company which will
now run the machines in the
Fun Factory, Triple A Amuse-
ment, is an experienced amuse-
ment arcade distributor and runs
a modern amusement arcade In
Whitestone, Queens.
Triple A Amusement is re-
q uired by contract to deliver ten
new, popular pinball and video
games. Also, it must either pro-
vide a mechanical dollar bill
changer or have a person there
at all times to give change.
The cause for the delay of the
Fun Factory opening was a
series of cancellations, and with-
drawals by other contractors.
The first contractor withdrew
because of legal disputes involv-
ing New York licensing. This
Ta s tyve n d , the company
which is responsible for this
school's food services. was also
in charge of the 11 pinball and
video machines in the student
center. In addition to constantly
breaking down, the machines
were. also very dated, which
caused low student interest. Low
interest in the machines meant
low usage, thereby resulting in
low profits for the company and
the Student Center.
Mr. Carl Aylman, Director of
Student Activities said, ··Our
prime motivation was not how
much money the room was mak-
mg,but the fact that people were
constantly complaining that the
machines were down. One month
last year we had three machines
working out of the 11. That's not
the quality we want. "
noon reopen on Stad.eat Center Faa FIIdery.
By Michael Goodman
The second year of the Jane
Globus Seminar Series began at
Baruch College on Tuesday,
October 13, with Dr. Barry Com-
moner as the first guest speaker.
Dr. Commoner, Professor of
Earth and Environmental Sc-
ience and Director of the Center
for the Biology of Nature Sys-
terns at Queens College, gave
his views on energy and how it
relates to the economy.
Author of a number of books
and scientific papers, Commoner
also ran for U.S. President in
1980, as a member of the Citi-
zen 9 s Party.
During his lecture. which was
held in the faculty lounge of the
24th Street building, and at
tended by over 100 people, Dr.
Commoner said that the oil
shortage of 1973 was due to
- mismanagement in the corpora-
tions.
··Corporations have rio obliga-
tions to society," said Dr. Com-
moner. "They are' not in busi-
ness to produce oil, they want to
maximize their profits. What is
driving up the price of oil is
what is happening in Texas, not
in Saudia Arabia, " he said.
In 1971, the National Petro-
leum Council, a branch of the
U.S. Department of the Interior.
came out with a report called the
U.S. Energy Outlook. The report
examined the future cost of pro-
ducing oil and said that the near
future profitability of the oil
business will decline. It was for
this reason, according to Dr.
Commoner, that the oil cornp-
anies started to import oil. It
was .cheaper and more profit-
able.
Dr. Commoner feels that as
long as we continue to use non-
renewable sources of energy. we
will be in trouble.
"We must start changing our
energy policies and start us-ing
renewab Ie sources of energy
such as the sun.·' said Com-
moner. 'I There is no ques tion
that we can solve this problem
using solar energy. Also, we can
literally replace all gasoline with
alcohol in the United States," he
said.
After Dr. Commoner finished
speaking, he answered questions
from the audience. When asked
about his views on nuclear
energy, Dr. Commoner said..
.. Nuclear. power is a big,
thermodynamic mistake."
Dr. Commoner said that there
are rna ny alternative energy
sources. and that there is no
reason why we should succumb
to Arab demands.
"The energy crisis is still with
us and getting worse. We aren't
living happily now and we won't
live happily ever after until
something is done."







, Altruism is one of the traits that ideally pervade the Baruch citizenry. Albeit that there
are diverse aspirations and backgrounds, the degree of awareness and concern for issues
of common relevance is woefully low.
The Alliance for Social Justice should therefore be lauded for its attempt at highlighting a
physical shortcoming at Baruch, the lack of adequate lounge space. It is important that
, .
the abortive sit-in neither diminishes the pursuit of their goals nor, more importantly,
detract from the need for a vibrant Student Government.
Last year's elected cadre of student leaders were at best inactive and, at worst, virtually
nonexistent. There are just too many issues that require the attention of the current body
to allow for procrastination of any sort; inadequate computer center facilities, non-
availability of courses for evening students and the absence of published minors are only
some of the issues to be addressed.
,/
The Alliance for Social Justice will best serve Baruch by bringing into focus, the day to
day problems that beset the student body. It will defeat its stated purpose if it either
"sees the hill for the mountain" or "'tries to play God." It is the responsibility of student
government to present these grievances to the ad ministration; there should be no
surrogate.
For several reasons. student apathy is a fact of life of Baruch. Evoking and coalescing
concern is critical. But more important is the need to translate concern into active
participation. An adroit administration will never ignore issues that affect its consti-
tuents; it might only dawdle in dealing with them. Continous and responsible pressure
must be maintained or problems will be "brushed under the carpet."
The attempted sit-In should not be remembered for the fact that it did not materialize'
it should serve to remind students that this is their college and that the office of student
government is not only another item for a resume.
Dear Mr. Perez:
I am writing in regards to an
article that appeared in your
October 5, 1981 issue of the
Ticker. The article as written by
Ms. Helen Chan was entitled
.. Student Activities Director
Favors Fee Increase." An open-
ing quote by The Student Center
Director that" It is essential that
the fees be increased.. ;" is in
my opinion totally unacceptable.
Mr. Aylman further contends
that "if no fee increase takes
place, some major cutbacks will
come into the scene." My
answer to this is that the only
cutback that should take place is
the payment of salaries for the
Professional Staff, as mandated
by the referendu m that went
into affect on September 1,
1981. And beginning July 1.
1982, students will be relieved
of all salaries and retirment
benefi ts for the Professional
Staff as agreed upon by Presi-
dent Segall and set down in a
memorandum of Understanding.
This should void any necessity
for any cutbacks. Any cutbacks
in services. supplies and main-
tenances will surely be viewed
by many as a reprisal to their
earlier action. It is my opinion
that Baruch students were sub-
mitted to blackmail, coercion.
manipulation. misleading state-
ment, distortion of the facts. a
general attempt to discredit the
referndum and attempts to
undermind the rights of students
in the 1980 Student election that
brought into place the new fee
schedule.
We have heard that the
Student Center will close if the
new referend urn is approved.
We have also heard that the
Student Center program will be
seriously ham pered if the four
dollar reduction went through.
Why then should we believe this
latest attempt to increase our
fee? The article continues with
the misrepresentation of a cash
flow problem. The fact that the
Baruch College Association has
just reinvested $100.000 of our
fees in six month savings certi-
ficates should 'lead one to be-
lieve that cash availability is the
least of its problems. I therefore
offer this uneq uivocal statement
that "We do not need a student
fee increase and that the Pro-
fessional Staffshould stop trying
to mislead students as they have
done in the past.·' I support this
statement with the following
quote: · 'Our income hasn't
'changed in the last 12 years; the
activity fees have not been in-
creased since 1968. The only
thing that has changed is the
numbr of students that is en-
rolled." This statement in itself
seems to be con tradictory. The
more students. the more $25.50.
Students should be aware that
there is talk of a tuition increase
at 80th Street and in Albany.
One need not be a genius to
come to this conclusion. especial-
ly after considering the affects of
Reganomics thus far. Long gone
are the days of business as
usual. Speak up for your rights
and insure a better distribution
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Apathy Among
Minority Students
not disagree, however. it was
felt by us that our own dedica-
tion to the struggle of human
rights warranted a ray of hope.
But we did agree that the' road
to self-determination for stu-
dents would be long. rough and
difficult. Especially in light of
the recent suggestion by a Con-
gressional leader. Robert
Mitchell (R-IIl) to cut even
higher the 82-83 budget as pro-
posed by the Reagan Adminis-
tration.
Then. there is the' dilemma of
being double jeopardized (CUNY
students) by a self-proclaimed
conservative CUNY administra-
tion. They feel that $10.000,000
in student activity fees is too
much for students to handle, so
let the College Presidents take
control. Such an arrogant atti-
tude by the CUNY Administra-
tors is only perpetuated, main-
tained and manifested by the
lack of vigilance amongst the
CUNY student leadership.
We do not have time for cos-
metic leadership within CUNY.
Black. Puerto Rican and Latin-
Arner ican students comprise
.' 4 i.'·. j I
Continued on page 6. column 2
Dear Editor.
Students representing City
University of New York (CUNY)
and Columbia University at the
3rd Annual National Multi-
Cultural Conference in Oshkosh.
Wisconsin (Oct. 3). were greeted
with an added attraction when
they flew back home to New
Yorl City. ~
Congresswoman Shirley Chi-
sholm (D-NY). who had earlier
given a magnificent speech con-
cerning the disman tling of the
Department of Education at the
Conference. accompanied the
students back home.
The conversation in which the
students and Ms. Chisholm eng-
gaged. contained ample
thoughts of wisdom. Congress-
woman Chisholm pointed out.
that the desecration of responsi-
bility by our students in a
number of colleges and uni-
versities across the country was
a factor in the rise of conservat-
ism. Such irresponsibility is
reflective amongst some student
leaders in CUNY. Ms. Chisholm
felt that students in general had
become acquiescent and lacked
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Harvard Law Rep Recruits Baruchians·
-------------------------------------------------
would do the same thing this
year," he said.
Professor Noble hoped to pro-
vide Baruch students with a
chance to hear first hand infor-
mation on the Harvard School of
Law. He also hoped to give
students a chance to become .:.
interested in Harvard and have ~,
any questions they may have
about law school requirements
answered.
Many of the students were in-
terested, the most asked ques-
tions being. "What average
must a person have in order to
attend the Harvard School of
Law." and, "In terms of
minority population how many
attended or get a chance to
attend the university?"
As to the number of students ~..
who attended Professor Noble t
opined. · 'I think it turned out
very well."
I. I'm happy with the turn
out .... said Mr. Lee, "and I'm {
happy to say I like the room
(Globus) because of the comfort-





Behind the scene was Profes-
sor Noble, who is an advisor in
the law department.
"Last year Harvard sent a
. representative, we wrote to
thank them so that maybe they
"very helpful and informative."
Another student said, "This
information is important to me
because it helped me to see
what is required for the future if
I decide to go into law. "
though the class sizes are very
big at Harvard, the University
has one of the largest faculties in
the country.
One student said that the
information Mr. Lee gave was
Dean WUson helped to organize visit of representative.
By Sharon Waters
On October 15, 1981 a repre-
sentative from the Harvard Law
School addressed Baruch stu-
dents about law schools ill
general and Harvard University
in particular. This occurred ill
Globus Lounge of the 360 Park
Avenue South Building.
Mr. Chester Lee. who has a
~ Bachelor of Arts degree in Eco-
nomics, a senior at Harvard.
and the Recruiting coordinator of
the Asian Law Student Associa-
tion. spoke to students about life
in the Harvard School of Law.
The discussion covered topics
such as admission requirements,
tuition, and the scenery.
,. For fresh men it is hard," .
said Mr. Lee, "there is
much to do and the required
freshmen courses are a lot of
work. " He also explained how it
is helpful for a person to com e
out of school with a degree in
law because no matter what kind
of work they may desire, a law
degree will always make a big
impression.
Mr. Lee also said that ale
lege if he stood next to one of us
on the elevator.
Ask yourself a few questions.
Does your professor know your
name? Has he or she made any
effort to get to know you? Does
he have a habit of starting out
with. twenty students and ending
the semester with eight? How .
many written assignments does
he give you? Does he go on for
weeks without really knowing if
his class is actually learning?
Instead of asking questions and
getting feedback does he just
ramble on? How does he test
your knowledge besides the
crucifying midterms and finals?
Does he know what a mentor is?
Do you know what a mentor is?
I am not a finger pointer.
Learning- the result of re-
inforced practice and experience-
is done through the inputs of the
professor as well as the student.
It is a RELATIONSHIP. Stu-
dents, who are now worried
abou t their "rights" because
they can't drink beer in a plush
Student Center might do well to
recognize the more serious prob-
lems that exist here. They also
might realize that M~As coming
out of colleges with modern
student centers that serve beer
are doing not better than we
are. Sure it's a great thing to
have, but is it really going to
improve our lot? Also equating
the wearing of 1.0. badges with
Big Brother only shows our
small-mindedness, (Incidentally,
Dean Wilson has more concern
Continued on page 6. column 5 .
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Not my idea of an intense
education.
Case tt2. Over the summer I
had the displeasure of en roIling
in Stat. 1357. Intro. to Com-
puters. I had a professor. who
shall be nameless. who did not
put us on a computer until one
week before the final. Other
classes ran three or four pro-
grams through the summer. We
were required to run just one
program and chances were if you
did - you received an A for the
course.
Not my idea of an intense
education.
I took the issue to my advisor
and two professors who had
been helping me plan my gradu-
ate work. They told me to repeat
the course because obviously I
could not expect an easy time in
graduate school with what I had
learned (or not learned) in the
course. I then took the issue to
Dean Newhouse and requested
to withdraw from the course,
after the deadline. ,. Obviously, "
I wrote her, •. I had not learned a
thing." She denied my request,
in effect. telling me to learn the
rna terial on my own time. Ob-
viously, my time isn't worth all
that much to her.
I can remember reading some-
thing about Bernard Baruch
himself. It wasn't at all unusual
to see Mr. Baruch walking the
halls or sitting in on a lecture
"amongst the students." That's
a far cry from today's situation
where many students would not
know the President of the col-






If you have read any of the
major publications (Time. News-
week. Bu s in es swee k . N.Y.
Times. Wall S1. Journal, U.S.
News) within the past year you
know that the business world to-
day is not all pleased with recent
MBAs. They have been des-
cribed as myopic. illiterate.
greedy. selfish. unable to speak
and write effectively, and dis-
loyal. Keep that thought in mind
as I relate the following two
cases to you.
Case#l. As an Economics
major. I am presntly in my fifth
economics course. Out of the
five classes I have attended I
have only had one paper and
one written homework assign-
ment. There has been no graph-
work, no research, no written
assignments except the two
mentioned, and no suppliment-
ary reading- except on my own.
"': The disgusting fact is that the
only opportunity you have to
fi nd out whether or not you
really understand something is
after you've received your
measely grades on your mid-
term or final. By then, my good
friends, you've realized your
ignorance and you've got your
grade to stick with you and your
resume for the rest of your life.
I brought the iss ue to Dr.
Peter Gutmann, head of the
Eco./Finance Dept. I told him of
the paucity of written and prac-
tical work. His answer to my
problem was to "try Barnes and
. Noble, they've some good re-
view books over there."
Commercial Paper, 7 % in
Bankers' Acceptances, and 20/0
in repurchase agreements.
Another possible high perfor-
mer is the bond market. The
bond market is expected to out-
perform the stock market, which
has declined about 170/0 in the
almost year-old bear market.
Many long-term bonds have fal-
len to all-times record lows in
the past few weeks.
Then why aren't portfolio
managers building up inven-
tories of bonds? One reason is
that they still remain uncertain
of the bond market's perfor-
mance in 1982 and they prefer to
hold liquid short-term invest-
ment. More risk-averse man-
agers are raising their levels of
cash holdings, either by the
liquidiation of securities or an
accumulation of cash inflow.
In a Decision Makers Poll of
350 investment advisors con-
ducted in early September by
Bache Halsey Stuart Shields
Inc., and reported in the
the New York Post, expectations
of the average annual inflation
rate throughout the next ten
years was only 7.620/0,. However,
ten year government bond yields
were as high as 15%. Three
years ago, when inflation expect-
ations for the eighties was in the
6 %, these bonds were yielding
only 8.50/0. Expected real yields
have risen to over 700 basis
points from 3 % one year ago.
Therefore, "The recent surge in
interest rates reflects a rise in
demanded real growth rather
than a rise in inflation expecta-
tions. "
e- ,\
In the United States' current
financial markets. the highest
yields for conventional investors
are being obtained by investing
in Money Market Funds. These
funds consists mainlv of various
combinations of treasury securi-
ties (Treasury Bills ranging in
maturities of three months to
one year. and Treasury notes
bonds with maturities greater
than one year). repos (an ar-
rangement through which a bank
sells a security it already owns
wi th the agre e men t to buy it
back at a specified future date
and pay interest during the term
of the agreement). Certificates
Deposit (obI iga tions of com-
mercial banks generally issued
in 5100.00 denominations),
Bankers' Acceptances (negoti-
able bills of exchange on which
a foreign importer's bank has
written "accepted"). and Com-
mercial Paper (short-term securi-
ties issued by industrial corpora-
tions, finance companies, and
bank-holding companies. They
usually have a maturity of less
than nine months and are sold at
a discount).
Lately, the top performing
Money Market Fund has been
the Merrill Lynch Ready Asset
fund, also the largest fund at
10,343.3 million as of October
16. The current 3D-day yield has
been 17.5 0/0. but the fund re-
quires a minimum $5,000 to join.
An interesting factor of the fund
is that it has the longest average
maturity of all funds at 40 days.
Concerning the composition of
the fund, 300/0 of the fund is in-
vested in Treasury securities,
another 35070 in COs, 260/0 in
I'---- J
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Hey, you fOund it!
Now come find your own. It'S all yours when you purchase
a pair of athletic shoes at any of The Athlete's Fa at stares
listed below.
Just tear out this ad, bring it in, and we'll give you the shirt
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As President of the
Baruch College Fund
Elections for the office of Pres-
ident of the Baruch College
Fund were held on October 29 in
the 24th Street building. Aaron
Shapiro. the incumbent Vice Pre-
sident of the fund was elected to
succeed Charles Feit in that posi-
tion.
The Lawrence, L.I. resident,
is a partner in the New York
Certified Public Accounting firm
of Shapiro Taxon and Kopell.
Working with Mr. Shapiro
during his term of office will be
Bert W. Wasserman. vice presi-
dent. Burton Kossoff, secretary
and, Morton Kaner, treasurer.
Abraham D. Beame, a former
Mayor of New York City was
among those appointed to the
Fund's board of trustees in
elections held to fill eight posi-
tions. All appointees are alumni
of the college.
Mr. Shapiro, a 1949 graduate
of Baruch College was also a
member of the .1955 class of the-
Brooklyn Law School. He has
lectured on theatrical accounting
and on management and law at
Baruch College, and has taught
law and taxation at Fairleigh
Dickinson University.
The new president of the Fund
is a member of the American
Institute of Certified Public
Accountants and the New York
State Society of Certified Public
Accountants. He was tax column,
editor for the latter body. Mr.
Shapiro is on the board of
trustees of the League of New
York Theaters. vice president of
the board of trustees of Wood-
mere Academy. and a member of
the advisory council of Mount
Sinai Hospital.
Through its 25 member trustee
board, the fund raises money for
educational and extracurricular
activites. The board counts the
President as one of its members.
--
••"d.......
Aaron Shapiro, newly elected president of the Barach (ADege Fund.
Circle K is also having a toy
drive. in which gifts will be do-
nated to the children' s ward of a
hospital. Last year's donations
went to homesick children at
Bellevue Hospital.
In the past. present. and fu-
ture. Circle K involves itself in
many activities. Members have
participated in phone-a-thons.
hlke/bike-a-thons for arthr itis
foundations. and March of Dime
walk-a-thens. 'Profits from future
cake sales will be sent to various
charities. Raffle tickets will be
sold for the Lighthouse to raise
money for the blind. and partici-
pation is expected by Circle K
members at the telethon on
Channel 13.
Each year there is an annual
district and international convene
tion of Circle K chapters. It is
held at various locations for one
week at a time. These conven-
tions make it possible for memo
bers from different schools to
meet and socialize. This year
ten members of Baruch's Circle
K participated in training sese
sions. workshops and seminars,
and voted in elections for new
district board officers at the
District of New York Convention.
The officers of 1981-82 are
Fred Kress. president; Harold
Goodwin, vice-president; J annie
Brandt, tentative secretary; and
Su san Bron il let , treasurer. A
membership drive was held on
October 15 in which Circle K
had searched for those people
who wanted to get into the spirit
of helping others. Circle K is
welcoming all those who are
concerned about the health and
weI fare of others. All Baruch
Circle K members feel that
learning and growing by shar-
ing. caring, and helping is a
good philosophy for life.
Many Baruch students are
aware that there are buildings
. spread from 26th Street and
Park Avenue South to 23rd
Street and Lexington Avenue.
But they fail to realize that there
are more to those buildings than
just the bricks and mortar. They
have seen the rooms. each with
four walls and desks, and they
have seen the cafeterias and
lounges available for their use,
but there is something very im-
portant which is not visible to
the naked eye. and that is the
spirit. It is an integral part of
the atmosphere, and yet many
Baruchians don't take the time
to get involved with it.
Circle K gets involved with
the spirit of Baruch by reaching
out and offering a helping hand.
Circle K is a club that consists
of approximately fifteen mem-
bers. Although the quantity is
small. the quality is tremendous.
Circle K has been in existence at
Baruch for seven years. It is a
social service organization which
is sponsored by Kiwanis, a
group of businessmen which
donates money to colleges to
promote benevolent causes.
Although many don't like to
think about or anticipate
tragedy, Circle K promotes res-
ponsible awareness by sponsor-
ing its annual blood drive. which
will be held on November 10.
Pints of blood may be needed to
aid family members or people
who have lost a great deal of
blood in unexpected accidents.
Circle K members ask that all
students donate blood to help
those in need.
At the end of D e cernger ,
By Michelle Williams
Fall 1981 Blood Drive
November 10, 10:30-4:00
Room 114 of the 24th'.St. b~dfDg
SPONSORED BY CIRCLE K
Circle·K: Baruch's
Helping Hand
The black conservatives pro-
mulgate principles of strict ad-
herence to capitalism, seeming
convinced that racism no longer
has a "damn thing" to with the
s till- perilous predicament of
Black America. I do not: some
form of socialism must be inter-
woven with our economic order
whereby continuous awards are
granted to the truly needy. It is
to be hoped. though, that
minority groups, under the
impending blow of Reaganomics,
will seek alternative but legal
means of cornering society's
scarce resources and, thereby,
utilize their redoubtable initi-
ative in securing their economic
well-being. Surely, less political
intervention in minority affairs is
a desirable thing.
our predecessors and ourselves?
I see immortality. don't you?
It is time that we pick up the
pieces and capitalize on. not
abuse. the social welfare pro-
grams still available to us.
CETA may have' been discontin-
ued by the Federal government,
but we still have student loans,
though administered 011 a· more
stringent basis. More 'efficient
management of food stamps has
been proposed by the OMB
(Office of Budget and Manage-
ment), but aid in this respect is
still forthcoming. You may ac-
knowledge that Sebastian Coe is
an astounding performer at the
mile event, perhaps unbeatable;
but give me a sizable distance
over the" Maestro" and he is
going to have to run his heart out
to catch up with me. Likewise the
minorities! Handicaps have been
bestowed upon us via such
euphemistic designations as ,. Af-
firmative Action" and the now
defunct "CETA." We should
seize these opportunities and
seek to eforg e ahead, not loll
back indifferently or despon-
dently and be overtaken some-
where in the backstretch. The
attitude should be "catch me if
you can!"
needed to rekindle the legging
and sometime regressive U.S.
economy. They believe that affir-
mative action programs ought to
be discontinued: likewise busing
to foster school integration. They
favor massive government de-
regulation of industry so as to
ease the constraint on enter-
prise. And. moreover, they be-
lieve that the best way for blacks
to advance in todays society is
through the notion of self-
interest, one of the pillars of the
capitalistic economic order and
the bedrock of conservatism.
I subscribe to the view of
these black conservatives. in
part. Like them I feel that the
ultimate goal of many social wel-
fare programs has not been at-
tained. One must remember that
the idea of granting valuable
economic resources to the needy
is not an end in itself (senior
I
citizens arid disabled persons
exempte~l The end will be
achie~when these acquired
resources are used by healthy
recipients to generate some
measure of additional wealth for
the nation. quid pro quo. The
prevailing attitude among
minorities is much too parasti-
cal; for too many black and his-
panic welfare participants the
idea is to get whatever you can
from Uncle Sam. and abscond.
We seek vehemently and
adamantly to justify our un-
requited gifts from the FED. We
cull from the pages of history
numerous citations of oppres-
sion. of social inj ustice , of
blatent and abhorrent violations
of human rights pri nciples by
proponents of white supremacy.
We attempt to quantify the com-
pensation due us by the white
race for over a century of perse-
cution-that elusive, forbidding
figure that will not be displayed
on my little pocket calculator.
But when will it all end? When
will we feel satisfied that we
have been justly compensated
for the ills perpetrated against
PROGR.ESS/VE
PROSPECT/lIES
John F. Kennedy will long be
remembered as the President
who cared. who was revered
posthumously for his strong and
efficacious advocacy of civil
rights principles. Lyndon B.
Johnson will be remembered as
the one who dared. attempting
to and succeeding in implement-
ing many social welfare pro-
grams aimed at assuaging the
despicable plight of the destitute
and the oppressed of this
country. Subsequent administra-
tions have followed suit. com-
pounding the initiative of
Kennedy and firmly establishing
the notion of the welfare state
wherein extravagance abounds
and complacency is the order of
the day. In this year, however,
almost two decades after the
Kennedy era, Reaganomics has
hit town and there is the immi-
nent threat of the renunciation
of a lot of these privileges.
Everyone is wary.
Is this a blessing in disguise
for the minorities of this
country. particularly the black
race? Will this progeny of depri-
vation serve to rouse blacks from
their sedateness and enervating
self-pity and make them a much
more enterprising lot? Thomas
Sowell. prominent black econo-
mist and a Fellow at the Hoover
Institution, seems to think so.
He asserts that the black poor
have been deeply hurt by the
.. political interventionist" state.
wherein government policy-
makers and executives are un-
compromisingly disposed to the
lavish implementation of Key-
nesian economic principles in an
effort to buoy the stri ving
economy.
Sowell. like a number of up-
wardly-mobile blacks, is an ex-
pounder of an emerging form of
paradoxically black conservat-
ism. He and his compatriots con-
tend that limited government.
and greater self-reliance are
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Continued from page 3
small-rnindedness. - .(Incidentally,
Dean Wilson has more concern
for students than any other per-
son of his position. )
The facts are these; (l) We
must work on the learning rela-
tionship- the idea of reinforced
practice and experience between
students and professors. (2) The
mid-term-final testing method
without reinforcing and brain-
picking beforehand is not learn-
. ing - it's a kick in the head. (3)
The people with the position of
power to improve the social and
educational atmosphere at
Baruch College are the profes-
sors- they bring students out of
their shells on the cement
campus. (4) Don't wait for any-
one to bring you out of your
shell. (5) Mentors are an en-
dangered species. (6) Students
who don't get an opportunity to
write and receive criticism (be-
sides one or two English
courses) will not be able to write
or speak effectively. (7) Educa-
tion today is in a dither. there-
fore. this list is too short.
If you would. think now of the
criticisms of the MBAs listed in
the first paragraph. Don't poin t
your finger at anyone until
you "ve fully understood the
teacher-student relationship.







Emilio Bejel has been a pro-
fessor of Spanish and Latin
American literature at Fairfield
University. Fairfield. Connecti-
cu t, since 1971. He has al so
taught at Yale and Union Col-
lege. Among his main publica-
tions are three books of poetry,
Del aire y fa piedra, Ese viaje
unlco, Direcciones y Paraisos y
Huellas [Footprints,] a bilingual
edition. Also, he is the author of
many articles pub lished in very
pres tigious American Latin
American. and European
journals.
Prof. Bejel has dedicated his
last past years to the critical
study of the poetic works of the
well-known Cuban poet and
novelist, Lezama Lima. He is
also an assiduous researcher and
writer of the new Cuban social
directions and culture from
various points of view. For this
reason, he had visited Cuba in
numerous occasions since 1978.
Emilio Bejel's lecture, entitled
CUBA, HOY (THE CUBA OF
TODA Y) will deal with his own
appreciation and ideas about the
Cuba of today. He will illustrate
his talk with numerous slides
from his own collection compiled
over the years in his many trips
to Cuba, He will close his lee-
ture with a reading of his own
~try dedicated to (:~., ,.
Now is the time to purchase
these instruments because the
short-term Treasury Bills are al-
ready falling slightly lower. The
prime rate is down to 18 1/ 2 0/0.
the federal funds rate is drop-




Preferred stocks provide for at
least as good an opportunity as
bonds. Preferred stocks are
presently yielding 120/0-18%.
They are issued with a fixed
dividend but the price of the
stock fluctuates indirectly with
interest rates. similar to the
interest rate-bond relationship.
One advantage to small in-
vestors is that preferred stock-
holders can purchase 100 or
more shares, while in the bond
market only a handful could be
bought.
Continued from page 3
panic's culture and their pre-
sent-day environments.
However. as mentioned by
Dr. Mattia Goodson. it should be
s t r e s s ed that students should
attend these events between or
after classes and not plan to re-
main home until the time of the
event begins. In addition. she
also expressed the hopes of
achieving an even .. bigger and
better Solidarity Week next
year.
The Shadow Open Market
Committee found simi lar con-
clusions and recommended that
the administration cut expendi-
tures and the Federal Reserve






From left to right: Erick Alexmder, Dr. Martla Goodson, and Dr. Donald Smith•
The previous events are made
possible through the cooperative
efforts of the Black and Hispanic
Faculty Caucus. Luxury Produc-
tion. Club New York. The Jazz
Society. Carribean Student As,
sociation, West Indian Cultural
Club. P.R.I.D.E.. Black Student
Organization. Vanguard. and
B.L.A.C.K. Because of these
people. many students shall
have the occasion to meet, dis-
cuss. and increase their aware-
ness of the Black' sand His-
Curtis L. Pittman
Legislative Director for USS
Executive Director for
Nat'I, Third World Student
Coalition. . I '"
purposeful student movement.
"Communication is the begin-
ning of understanding", says
Garth Marchant, the Chair-
person for the USS, "That is
why we will win this fight."
We as students cannot avoid
the seriousness of this matter.
when our basic human rights are
questioned. The implications and
ramifications of such action by
the CUNY administration can
only be reviewed in the records
of past student uprisings. We
cannot, ought not and will not
accept some cynic ideology that
there is some prevalent defect in
the character of Black and Latin
American people. The time has
come to make our voices heard
in the offices of the administra-
tion. Student leaders are going
to have to reassess their priori-
ties and involve the students and
com muni ties on th is Issue.
Fifteen years ago in the streets
we sang, •'we shall overcome.
someday." That someday is
today in relation to the survival
of the minority student at
CUNY.
Minority Student Apathy
Continued from page 2
85 % of the CUNY student body
(plus 100.000 students) and 950/0
minority students in leadership
roles. These fact alone should
make students aware of the
potential conflict we as students
of color present to the adminis-
tration.
Because we are Black; be-
cause we are Puerto Rican; be-
cause we don't speak English,
we present a problem to an
educational system which never
intended to educate the masses
of people who are of color.
Remember the struggles for
OPEN ADMISSIONS.
The ta c t ifu l move by the
CUNY administrators to usurp
the power of student govern-
ments. by taking control of the
student activity fees via College
Presidents. was in essence
racist. Apparently, the stereo-
typical notion that" colored"
people are lazy. ignorant, bestial
and incapable of management
reinforced the Administration
decision to take control of the
student fees.
The University Student Senate
(USS), a city wide student as-
sociation. has been leading the
fight for students against the
administration. It has welcomed
dialogue from the students (pro
and con) in order to develop a
On the following day. will be a
discussion interrelated with the
previous discussion; it deals with
.. Reagan Policies and the Third
World" beginning at 3: 00 till
6:00 p.m. at 4 South. 23rd Street.
Black and Hispanic Solidarity
Week ends on Nov. 6th
with a film regarding the contri-
butions to society by Blacks and
Hispanics. and their future. It
will be followed by a discussion.
held at the Oak Lounge from
3 :00 to 6: 00 p. m. Afterwards,
will be a reception at t he Oak
and Marble Lounges from 6:00
to 10:00 p.m. It will consist of
various dishes. complemented
by music.
historian, and activis t in com-
munity affairs. From 2:00 to 4:00
" p. m. will be a panel discussion at
the Oak Lounge concerning the
.• Importance of the Black and
Hispanic Vote." This discussion
will involve various issues that
may affect the students and
hopefully impress the importance
of their votes.
This day ends with the enrich-
ment of cultural activities such
as poetry. dance. and music.
This cultural event will be co-
ordinated by the Puerto Ricans'
for Involvement. Development.
and Enlightenmen1 Club
(PRIDE), from 5:00 to 7:00 p.m.
at 4 South, 23rd Street.
On November 4th. there will
be a discussion on" Reaga-
nomics and its Implications"
from 4:00 to 7:00 p. m . at the
auditorium of 23rd Street build-
ing. 'It will 'be highligh1ed by a
great speaker from a Hispanic
community.
On November 19.
we'd like you to stop
smoking cigarettes for
24 hours. It's worth a
try. Because if you
can skip cigarettes for
a day. you might








Black And Hispanic Caucus
Plans Solidarity Week
By Susie Au-¥eung
Black and Hispanic Solidarity
Week, sponsored by the Black
and Hispanic Faculty Caucus
and several clubs, will begin its
celebration on November 2nd.
and will concl ude on November
6th .. This special week. although
basically oriented towards Blacks
and Hispanics, is an opportunity
for all students to get involved
and acquainted with various
members of the faculty, clubs.
and of course. other students.
Through the cooperative ef-
forts of the faculty and students.
the chain of -events during
Black and Hispanic Solidarity
Week are meant to enlighten
other students upon the diverse
issues that influence Blacks and
Hispanics.
These festivities will com-
mence at 9:00 a.m.. on Monday.
November 2nd, otherwise known..
as Black and Hispanic Soli-
darity Day. with an opening
speech by the chairman of the
Black and Hispanic Faculty
Caucus regarding "The Future
of Black and Hispanic Educa-
tion". In addition. this speech
shall be complemented. by a
presentation by Erick Alexander.
a member of the club Vanguard.
Following the speech shall be
a panel discussion held at the
Oak Lounge of the Student
Center from 10:00 to 11 :30 a.m.
Then. there will be a luncheon
from 12:00 to 1:30 p.m. at the
Facu I t y Lounge. Duri ng the
luncheon there will be a speech
by Prof. John Henry Clarke.
Chairmain of the Black and
Puerto Rican studies at Hunter
College. a famous African
• This $paCt: contributed by the~r,
r > " ..
- "':Ott' ...·-.<.•" .'. A. .1. .. » .4J
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hnprove The System.-Vote And Be Counted
MARTIAL ARTS: Exploring
"All Aspects ofExperience"
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Polltically Active Clubs
Mr. Majete took both classes
on a special trip to the Board of
Elections this past September.
There. students heard Betty
Dolan. Director of the Board,
speak on the importance of
voting. They were also instruct-
ed on the proper use of a voting
machine, and they learned how
valuable the Board of Elections
is as a source of information.
Mr. Majete, who works with
organizations and political
figures within his own com-
munity. stressed the importance
of students knowing who their
representatives are: "You need
to know this if you want to get
anywhere. It becomes important
because there's a lot they can do
for you." Mr. Majete added, "I
am still upset when a person in
college doesn't know his as-
semblyman .':
In his desi re to see more of
his students five years from now
to see if his sociology students
have become a stronger voting
group. He is confident that they
will be.
Ex t r a cur r icu lar political in-
volvement can be pursued
through the Vanguard Student
Coalition, which has organized
voter registration and education
drives at Baruch. Vanguard con-
tinues to be socially and politi-
cally active as it involves itself·
with the Baruch community.
New to Baruch is the Alliance
for Social Justice Club. which
discusses current political issues
from a more left-wing standpoint
than the more conservative
Political Science Society. Both
are open to all students who
wa nt to further their political
awareness.
Tomorrow is Election Day.
Any last minute information re-
garding the candidates that are
up for election. the positions
that they are running for, or the
proposition and the amendment
that appear as issues on the
ballot, can be obtained by calling
the League of Women Voters
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.. at
674-8484. Make your vote count.
,
) ' '; '
ForDiore Info: 260-0570
- , ~ - ~• • -" .:: t , .• ,• J ,; ~ ,
We offer the best In Styling, Cutting and
Beard Trimming.
Wealso speelallze In Hair Replacement,
(Done In Strict CoDfldence)'
LOCATED AT:
161 E. 23n1 Street
Between Lexington & 3n1 Avenue (Just off
ThIrd Avenue)
students are as voting group.
What seems to trouble these of-
ficials is that students don't
realize how important and viable
a tool voting is. nor do they
realize what powers they possess
as conscientious voters.
James F. Bass, Chairman of
the Board of Elections at 131
Varick Street, said... If students
don't show. politically, that they
care. they won't be listened to."
Mr. Bass said that this especial-
ly applies to students who gripe
about their educational grants
being cut. yet don't vote.
Baruch '8 Efforts
In w ha t ways does Baruch
promote students' knowledge of
the electoral system? And In
what ways can Baruch students
further their own involvement
with politics?
Outside of school. Patricia
Cortez. Administrative Associate
at the Board of Elections. sug-
gests active involvement in local
neighborhood party club rooms
or with local assemblymen.
Volunteers. she says. are always
welcome. and. she added. "the
work is quite interesting."
Within the school. there are cer-
tain courses that deal with
politics. and there are a few
clubs which are politically
oriented.
The underlying themes that
are interwoven into the curricu-
lum of the Political Science
Department are elections and
the voting process. but the
department does not espouse an
overt...get-out-and-vote" policy.
according to Assistant Professor
Douglas Muzzio. He added that
one of the issues that the intro-
ductory courses deal with is the
rationality behindone's decision
of whether or not to vote.
The voting issue is not dealt
with exclusively in the Political
Science Department. For ex-
rnple, Clayton Majete , lecturer
in the Sociology Department.
stresses the topic of political
activity in his introductory
courses, and is currently teach-
ing a new course. the Sociology
of Political Action.
itself in a physical medium.
According torLouie. "What the
mind can conceive, the body can
achieve.':
While critical of the current
commercialization of the martial
arts. Louie, who has starred in
several Karate movies himself,
feels that the martial arts are
not incompatible with Western
culture, even in such a fast pace
society as America' s.
••The martial arts," he said,
"is one way for people to master
themselves and their environ-
ment. It could aid in focusing
their lives and heIp them choose
the good. the genuine from the
trivial, the destructive."
Karate is not for all people.
The martial arts, as noted by
William Louie, is one of many
paths available for the develop-
ment of an individual's poten-
tial. Karate can be a' ~aYding
and enriching experience: .
Students Exercise Little Power
According to statistics ga-
thered by the League. ever since
18-year olds got the vote in
1971. their participation has
been lower than any other age
group. The League also foun d
that the voting percentage of
young people gets smaller each
year. as their political influence
has" virtually dissipated ...
Many officials in the electoral
system are aware of how weak
Baruch. and with various schools
throughou t the city. The vice
president said that low voting
areas have poor representation
in the government and that
students have the power to
change this, especially when it
concerns issues that affect their
~education.
.. Students have the power of
the vote to change cutbacks in
services for schools," Ms. Olev-
nick said, adding, . "They get
nothing by not voting; they are
only hurting themselves."
The League of Women Voters
describes itself as •. a non-parti-
an organization whose purpose
is to promote informed and
active citizen participation in
government." Edna Olevnick ,
Vice President of the League. is
in charge of the division that
directs its' energies toward
student voters. Ms. Olevnick
had worked on a bill that was
just passed. which permits the
League to conduct registration
drives and workshops through-
out New York City High schools.
Regarding colleges. Ms. Olev-
nick said that for the past
twe n ty yea rs s he has worked
"very closely" with other City
University schools as well as
teague Urges Involvement
tion form as soon as possible, in
order to be registered for the
next election. Forms can be
obtained from your borough
Boards of Elections and from the
League of Women Voters.
located at 817 Broadway.
serious study that explores all
aspects of experience. "We
understand the history, culture,
and philosophy of martial arts to
appreciate the scientific aspect
of its true meaning;" Alland
said.
From my on experience as a
student of Karate, I can testify
to the misconceptions and myths
that surround the study of mar-
tial arts. Like most people, I
took up the study of karate as a
physical exercise. I was more
than a little shocked when my
instructor, Kyoshi William Louie
who teaches at the YMCA on
6th Avenue and 9tl1 Street in
Brooklyn, began with a discus-
sion of the philosophy underly-
ing Karate. Louie emphasized
that the study of Karate was a
"path'· for the development of
the individual's fullest attention.
He stressed that Karate, like any
form of the martial arts, is a
mental exercise that expresses
By Wendy Gertler
Tomorrow is The Day. To-
morrow is your chance to choose
who will best represent you in
the city government. Tomorrow
you will,exe~se power over who
does and does not get elected,
and over how future decisions
concerning your Ii fe will be
made. Tomorrow is Election
Day.
While most students at Baruch
are eligible to vote-they are 18
years old on or before Election
Day; they are U.S. citizens; and
they are residents of New York
City-many are not eligible be-
cause th ey have failed to re-
gister.
In the past. Baruch has con-
ducted voter registration drives.
sponsored by any of the groups
in the school or by the League of
Women Voters. But neither the
League nor any club sponsored a
drive th is year, and it is too late
to register for tomorrow's elec-
tion. This should not stop any-
one from completing a registra-
. The words "Martial Arts"
conjure up images of Bruce Lee
and Chuck Norris fighting their
way out of the most impossible
situations imaginable. One need
onlv walk down Broa dwav and- -
read the marquees of the many
movie theaters for proof of the
growing fascination of Ameri-
cans with the martia I arts. At
one time an obscure and mis-
understood subject. martial arts
have become highly popular
through movies.
Yet the influence of Karate
and Kung Fu movies has been a
mixed blessing for martial arts.
There is little doubt that these
movies are largely responsible
for the present popularity of the
martial arts; however, such
movies have also created a dis-
torted and misleading image of
the martial arts. Martial arts are
mainly viewed through movies,
so it is not surprising that for
most people. martial arts re-
present action, strength. and
motion. Despite their popularity,
the martial arts rema in a mis-
understood subject.
It is unfortunate that the true
meaning and purpose of the
martial arts have been often too
lost in the glare of the marque
lights. Greg Alland, a voluntary
instructor and founder of Baruch
College's Arnis and Pencak Silat
Club-two little known schools
of the martial arts-comments
on the real meaning of the
martial arts. In contrast to the
Bruce Lee image, Alland said,
•• In terms of martial arts, we
don't talk about fighting or
defense.'"
Instead.of a- physical exercise
or a for-til-' 6f self-defense, the
martial arts J were' me~nt to' be a
By Helen Chin aDd Ramdy Hooks
.--._- ------------------------------_.
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STUDENT CENTER PROGRAM BOARD
November 2nd* "SCANNERS"
November Sth* 6th** 9th* "ALL THAT JAZZ"
November 12th* 13th*** 16th* "THE EXTERMINATOR"
November 19th* 20th*** 23rd* "TIMES SQUARE"
* Monday's & Thursday's at 5:30 p.m. Oak Lounge Student Center
** Friday's at 12:30 & 3:00 p.m. Room 114 24th Str~et Building
*** Friday's at 1:30 & 3:00 p.m. Room 114 24th Street Building
-,'
BERNIE
"YOGA Sc MEDITATION WORKSHOP"
Begins November 3rd 5:30
Room 302 Student Center
"Arnis Martial Arts Work.5hop"





LOOK FOR THE S.C.?B. -AT THE
"CLUB FAIR"
Thursday November 5th
We meet every Wednesday at 4:00 p.m. in Rm.302 (Student Center)
-----------------------....----_..._--.,.,./
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FEATURES
Honor Societies'Provide Academic
Distinction In Specialized Areas
.'
PHI DELTA KAPPA
ground is one rnore thing to put
on a resume. Students can con-
tact the advisor personally at
725-7132 to obtain applications.
Phi Delta Kappa. a Profes-
sional Fraternity in Education, is
advised by Professor Benjamin
Israel. Its purpose is to promote
quality education with emphasis
on publicly supported education.
He stated that CUNY never had a
chapter before. Phi Delta Kappa
is a graduate society.
The first general meeting is
going to be on November 10, at
the Roosevelt House at Hunter
College. Professor Israel said.
The speaker will be the President
of Hunter College. Dr. Donna
Shalala.
The membership of Phi Delta
Kappa is composed of recognized
leaders in the profession and
graduate students in education
whose leadership potential has
been identified.
To-the eligible for member-
ship. students must be of good
character, declare an interest in
and a commitment to the accom-
plishment of the society's goals
and objectives. and must have
obtained a baccalaureate degree.
There are costs for member-
ship. General fraternity dues are
$14 per year. But there is a one-
time initiation fee and local chap-
ter dues which are about $0.
Phi Delta Kappa also dis-
tributes publications. One of
these publications is Phi Delta
Kappan. the official journal of
the fraternity.
In just 5 Saturdays you can be touch typing
like a pro. New 20-hour learning method
combines individualized audio-visual wi th
personal instruction by licensed teachers.
Special Courses for:
• BEGINNERS • STUDENTS
• BRUSH-UP • COLLEGE GRADS
.ADVANCED • RETURNEES
Pick the course that meets your needs-
exactly Special weekend sessions begin
every Saturday. No need to attend consecutive
weekends...you set your own schedule
and pace. You may even arrange to attend
some classes on weekdays or evenings.
Call. write or visit for full information and
to reserve your place. Seating is limited.
Free placement assistance. Finance
through major credit cards.
Open Saturdays 9 :30 - 3 :30




230 Park Ave. (At 45th St.)
661-7700




The society does not have
meetings very often because its
old president left for distinguish-
ed achievement. According to
Professor Wrong, she is looking
for a new president.
The society accepts both un-
dergraduates and graduates who
are management majors. Under-
graduates must complete thirty
credi ts with an accumulative
grade point average of at least 3.
Also they have to have taken one
or more of the advanced courses
-.4000 or 5000 series-with a
grade point average of at least 3.
However. graduates need nine
credits with a grade point aver-
age of 3.3 within the 9000 series,
and an overall grade point av-
erage of 3.3.
Professor Wrong feels that
having an honor society back-
••7' ....
one hundred students each
year. ,. said Professor Lakin.
He continued to say that years
ago. when classes were smaller.
fifty or sixty students were in-
ducted.
Each year BGS elects students
who are in the top ten percent of
their graduating class. The ear-
liest a student is considered for
election is when he is an upper
junior with a minimum grade
point average of 3.6. a lower
senior with a minimum grade
point average of 3.5. and an up-
per senior with a minimum grade
point average of 3.4. Graduates
with a 3.4 grade point average of
3.4 are eligible. Masters of Busi-
ness Administration and Masters
of Public Administration are eli-
gible for election if their grade
point average is 3.8.
According to Professor Lakin.
membership in BGS is widely
recognized by the business and
professional communities as evi-
dence of academic excellence and
superiority. He said that many of
Baruch's successful business and
professional alumni were elect-
ed to membership in BGS while
they were undergraduate stu-
dents. Former Mayor Abraham
Beame is one of those alumni.
Applications for membership
in BGS will appear in The Ticker
and The Reporter in October and
March. There is a deadline for
sending in applications.
SIGMA IOTA EPSILON
Sigma Iota Epsilon is the Hon-
orary and Professional Manage-
ent Fraternity. and its advisor is
Professor Elaine Wrong. Its pur-
pose is to encourage student in-
terest in management. "We
want to stimulate membership
and give recognition to students
who have achieved something in
management." the advisor said.
The first chapter of Sigma Iota
Epsilon started in 1977. It grad-
uated a large membership last
year. The society is giving a cere-
mony in which the members will
receive keys with a picture on
them of the Old Slater Mill in
Providence. Rhode Island. "The
mill illustrates where the first
scientific management took
place." Professor Wrong pointed
~ut. . . . . ~ .. _ '.~c."'.'.""~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'+.>"
Keep at it! Hard work paves the way to society membership.
BETA GAMMA SIGMA
Sigma Alpha is having a trans-
cript which shows how good a
student is academically. He feels
that extracurricular activity in-
volvement pulls together ex-
perience that one does not get in
the classroom.
As far as goals are concerned.
Baruch's present president of
Sigma Alpha, Clara Williams.
wishes that the society could
build a membership that will
make the organization more visi-
ble and more important.. Sigma
Alpha's current presiden t e x-
pects the mem bers to be re-
sponsible and active.
To join Sigma Alpha. leave a
message in its mailbox, #369. in
the Office of Student Activities in
the Student Center. or contact
Assistant Dean Aaron directly.
Another honor society is Beta
Gamma Sigma. headed by Pro-
fessor Leonard Lakin. It is a
national honor society which rec-
ognizes academic excellence of
students who major in either
business or public administra-
tion. Liberal arts and education
majors are not eligible.
The BGS chapter at Baruch
College began in 1935. Accord-
ing to Professor Lakin. 3500 stu-
dents have been elected to it
since 1935. But the National
Beta Gamma Sigma Honor So-
ciety was established in 1913. It
has chapters at approximately
200 of the 1,000 colleges in the
United States-2S0 of which are
business colleges. "We are one
of the oldest chapters in the
United States," Professor Lakin
said.
No more than ten percent of
each graduating class can be
elected. Professor Lakin, who
said that his society recognizes
students' abilities, also stated
that BGS is the "highest aca-
demic honor conferred upon
business and public administra-
tion students." His members
must have good moral character
and high integrity.
Students at Baruch are elected
into BGS in the spring and in
the fall. "There is an annual in-
duction dinner in May, and the
next one will be at the Hotel
"Roosevelt. ~ 'We induct<-ab'oIl1
Extracurricular. yet academic-
ally oriented-that's what honor
societies are all about. Being pri-
marily a business school. only
one out of seven honor societies
at Baruch is a non-specialized so-
ciety.
In the second of a two-part
series. The Ticker is presenting
an in-depth look at the history of
Baruch's honor societies. their
requirements. and what students
can expect from their involve-
ment.
SIGMA ALPHA
Sigma Alpha. an undergradu-
ate academic-service honor soci-
ety. is advised by the Assistant
Dean of Students, Dr. Ronald
Aaron. "Sigma Alpha is strictly
a local City College affiliate,"
said Assistant Dean Aaron, "not
a national honorary organiza-
tion." The society's purpose is
to provide services for the
Baruch community.
Sigma Alpha originated at
City College and has two ex-
isting chapters-Sigma Alpha
Alpha for day students and Sig-
ma Alpha Delta for evening stu-
dents. "It used to be the top
student organization as far as
involvement in programs (is con-
cerned)," Dr. Aaron noted.
There used to be no used book
exchanges. but then Sigma Al-
pha started the Baruch Book
Exchange. Also. this active so-
ciety is involved in tutoring pro-
grams and receives allocations
as a student organization from
the student government for tu-
toring. Sigma Alpha helped out
in the Phone-A-Thon in which its
members did telephone foilow-
ups on entering freshmen. Dr.
Aaron feels that one way to keep
people involved is to present
chaIlenging programs to help the
Baruch community.
"I think the past couple of
years for Sigma Alpha have not
been as active and successful as
in the past years," Dean Aaron
said. adding that there is a need
for student support and service
to the Baruch community which
depends on the number of in-
terested. comm itted students
and the amount of time which
they can offer. Another prob-
lem is funding because Sigma
A.lpha needs it for programs.
.. They have to compete for their
share of the pie." Dr. Aaron
said.
According to Baruch' s former
president of Sigma Alpha, Doug-
las Wolff, there are fifty mern-
bers , and there is no-limit to the
number of members.
Sigma Alpha is open to any
undergraduate who fills the aca-
demic requirements. The society
accepts only undergraduates be-
cause there are not enough
graduates. Students must be in
the top ten percent of all Baruch
students and must give two
hours of service per semester.
Assistant Dean Aaron said
that one-'advantage of being in-
BJ Angela Briggins
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ENTERTAINMENT
A .Romantic Double Take
Meryl Streep portrays both the mysterlCJDs' Sarah and the modem ADDa.
Having Problems?
-with parents, friends





this isn't bad enough, she
doesn't stop complaining about
the reality of everyday living
and how it affects her, but
Grace goes beyond that and in-
sists on making others see their
lives to be just as boring and in-
significant. Grace's hard lined
way of thinking can get just a
bit repetitious at times and a
bit morbid. We may end up feel-
ing sorry for her, in that she is
a person who is so bent upon
proving how bad life can be.
that we may fail to see the ulti-
mate message of the play itself.
Act two. finds Grace some-
where in Tucson working as a
companion t a a w ealt hy but
stroke-paralyzed woman who
only wants to be put out of her
misery. Her husband having
died. Grace thinks she has
finally got a piece of the pie of
life by obtaining this job and
living in a more financially
sound environment. She still,
unfortunately, fails to see the
importance of life itself unt il the
end of the play, and even then
it's a struggle for her to come to
grips with such a realization.
This play offers a sound
message about life and the
ability to believe in some t hing
which has a personal meaning
to each of us as ind ivid uals.
Grace shows us the dark side of
the moon while we in turn
attempt. to understand her point
as well as a r g ue against it.
Grace is an extreme character
who tends to see things in black
and white terms; that is. she
fails to see any midpoint for
happiness, but rather takes life
for its best or its worst.
Nevertheless, Grace has a
~ .
story worth listening to. You
may not agree with her state-
ments. but you can't help be-
coming part of her plight.
Whether we want to admit it or
not. we do have something
universally in common with
each other and that something
is the inner yearning to better
ourselves. to become someone
that we can be proud of. As
Grace ultimately learns, and so
eloquently puts it. "we can't
help who we are. but we can





If there's a word to be said,
the word is Grace. the first and
hopefully not last play, written
by J aneStanton Hitchcock.
Directed by Peter Thompson,
Grace is nothing short of a
fantastic1y rich, vibrating story
of a fiesty middle aged woman,
played wonderfully by Scot t y
Bloch. Grace is, to say the least,
a cynical and bitter woman who
preaches her own type of
Gospel. She is a woman battling.
within herself for something to
believe in. She has faith in
nothing and no one. and strives
hard to tell everyone else of her
plight.
Grace which is currently play-
ing at the American Place
Theatre. takes place in the hum-
drum setting of a launderette in
Oklahoma City. Like her job.
every th ing else surround ing
Grace is as dull and uninterest-
ing as can possible be. To help
balance out our cynical charac-
ter are t w o neighbors. Rose
(Karen Looze) and Mae (Cat he-
rine Byers). who are more than
shocked at Grace's most out-
spoken views of life. They do.
however. overcome th eir
astonishment for a few mo-
ments, in order to defend their
side of the argument about the
good things which are 'to be
sought in life.
The church. for one, seems to
be a target in their debates on
the pleasures of life. Grace
argues this point by reminding
her friends of a recent incident
where the local minister had
shot his entire family along wit h
himself. Act I is full of comical.
sharp tongued humor which
may shock some of its more con-
servative viewers. After the
first hour of Grace. we can dis-
cern where she is coming from.
She is a w ornan desperately
trying to strive for something
better in life for herself. Her
approach. however. may be in
the wrong direction. She com-
plains about every aspect of her
life without one thread of positive
thought. She finds her marriage
a long drawn out procedure and
does not relish in its existing
any longer than necessary. If .
After the scene is shot we
advance to present-day England,
where the actors are shown re-
hearsing the next scene. The
film does this often and it
enhances the effect of the story.
Meryl Streep is Sarah Woodruff,
a governess who keeps to herself
but has a reputation for being a
loose woman. Her mystery is
that she has sworn her love for a
French lieutenant, who left
her a long time ago. Jeremy
Irons plays Charles Smithson, an
archaeologist who falls in love
with Sarah and wants to unravel
the mystery inside her. They
also play Anna and Mike-the
actress and actor of the present.
Their romance parallels that of
the film they are acting in.
They are lovers on the set of the
film. That they aren't married
to each other but to different
people is a minor circumstance
they soon get over.
The theme is unhappiness.
Charles is -engaged to Ernestina
and they plan to marry in a few
weeks. One day while walking.
Charles sees Sarah standing at
the edge of a stone pier in the
midst of an oncoming storm. He
tries to help her to safety. When
they see each other's face-it's
destiny. Charles delays the up-
coming marriage and later
leaves Ernestina. He pursues
Sarah wherever she travels.
finally sending her off to
England where he will join her.
Off camera, Mike is also
pursuing Anna (talk about
getting into characterl). Sarah
. leaves Charles without a trace.
He spends three years looking
for her and finally catches up
with her. This episode is cross-
cut with Anna leaving Mike. for
her scenes in the film are
completed. At the cast party
t h e v confront each other's
feelings and realize that what
they want isn't the way it should
be. The film ends with both a
happy ending and also an un-
happy ending. It's a very nice
touch to one of the very best
films of the year.
Besides the acting, the cine-
matography by Freddie Francis
is exquisite. Harold Pinter has
taken John Fowles' novel and
turned it into a complex P:nt not
confusing screenplay. J Karel
Reisz's direction is splendid, and
he makes a sensible movie out
of an "uncinematic" book.
intelligent movie tha t is miles
ahead of the other fanfare
around town. The film opens
with the shooting of a movie: a
Victorian romance set in a South
England fishing village in 1867.
Employing techniques of
cross-cutting and also that of a
film-within-a-film, The French
Lieutenant's Woman is an
By Damian Begley
For Service And Quality
Our experienced professional
staff provides short and long-
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With the Python Troupe
effects supervisor, works
wonders in this film. There areC.
no •. zap-zap, sparkle-sparkle"
images as there were, for
example, in Star Wars or
Altered States. but a more refin-
ed and realistic set of special
effects. Often, I found myself
sitting with a wide open mouth,
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throughout the universe, the
low-payed dwarves decide to
become bandits; not just
ordi nary bandits, but Time
Bandits. Kevin, joining the
gang of loveable midgets. takes
off on a hilarious journey
through time with the use of the
rna" of time-holes.
J oh n Bunker, the special
By Ross Bartifield
Monty Python fans, get up
and shout! Terry Gilliam and.
Michael Palin, the driving force
behind the comedy troup Monty
Python. have scaled new heights
with their latest film, Time
Bandits.
Gilliam, who produced and
directed the film. has put
together a celluloid masterpiece
with such noted acting talents as
Sean Connery, Shelley Duvall,
Katherine Helmond (Soap),
Ralph Richardson (Hamlet), and
J oh n Cleese of Mon ty Python
fame.
The story beings when Kevin,
an eleven year old boy growing
up in England, snaps off his
bedside light, and starts drifting
off to sleep. Just as he dozes
off, a rattling sound in his closet
jolts him awake. He opens his
eyes in time to see a knight in
armor come thundering through
the closet door on horseback,
then disappear into the wall on
the farside of his room. Turning
on his lamp, he is s hocked to
see a closet door and bedroom
wall still perfectly intact. '
The next night, he lies awake
in bed with a Polaroid camera,
waiting to capture the knight on
film. When it appears that
nothing is going to happen, the
disappointe-d Kevin puts away
his camera. and once again
drops off to sleep. But hearing
a rumbling in the closet. he
bolts up in bed, and sees six
midgets come tumbling out.
This is where the fun begins...
Randall, the unofficial leader
of the troup, explains to Kevin
tha t they worked for The
Supreme Being, helping him to
create the world. At first they
worked in the Tree and Small
Shrubs Department. but after
their unfortunate creation of the
ill-smelling Pink Bunkadoo Tree,
The Supreme Being demoted
them to the low paying Repairs
Department (putting fins back
on dolphins, repainting rain-
bows, etc.). Somehow the troup
got the job of cataloguing and
resealing holes which had
appeared in time and space
(both of which The Supreme
Being had rushed through late
on a Friday). However, after
being given the map of holes
'"
• _ • J
Interviews in our Park Avenue Store:
Mr. Edwards 532-4697. .'" -. .
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79 Street (2nd Ave.)
51 Street (B'way)
Park Avenue 28th Street
54 Street (2nd Ave.)
that most of us have observed
the adverse effects televiewing
has upon people. I've noticed
increased hyperactivity within
my own family as they flocked in
front of the family TV set, the
central piece of furniture in our
small, confined living room,
eagerly awaiting the action of
the wel l-hyped 1981 pennant
race. I moped about in my room
complaining about the noise and
how it was interfering with my
work, a conscientious objector
whose complaints fell upon the
deaf ears of a stupefied single
entity of mesmerized Yankee




controlling power television has
over people: he carefully chroni-
calizes how its concept was
undermined and exploited, and
sheds light on abuses in other
media as well. We must not
forget, he maintains, how Presi-
dent Johnson abused our trust
and escalated U.S. involvement
in Indochina with the fabricated
Gulf of Tonkin incident. I
immediately drew a parallel
between th is incident and the re-
ported air gun battle with Libya
earlier this year. Just what
really did happen? Let' s not
forget how television is trying to
persuade 11s to step up opera-
tions in El Salvador. Right now
it appears we are being geared
for war; just listen to the words
the media are using to describe
happenings: budgets are
slashed. programs are axed.
funds are being cut. These
nuances and others are escaping
our conscious faculties by their
juxtaposition with vivid images
projected on the cathode ray
screen.
I cannot begin to express half
of the inherent problems
with this 2S billion dollar
industry; the vices of television
and its advertising are tightly
and disguisedly knit in to the
fabric of T.V. broadcasting. But
what I am doing is urging you to
pick up this book and ingest
what is being put forth. Oh,
and it will sink in better in a
natural environment (as all
works will). That means turn off
the fluorescent lamp and let the
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By Carolyne Abernathy
Every so often a book comes
along that is so acute, so
hauntingly .perceprive that it
makes the reader reflect in-
wardly upon his existence
thus far: indeed, upon his very
way of life. Onetime ad-man
Jerry Mander is serving
twentieth-century America with
a notice; in none too uncertain
terms he bids us beware, for
day in and day out our minds
and bodies are being manipulat-
ed by that infernal machine, the
te levision.
Painstakingly researched and
presented in readable. precise
English, Mander takes the
stance in Four Arguments for
the Elimination of Television
that television has no redeeming
qualities and is inherently a
springboard for deception and
manipulation, as well as being a
medium for mass control by a
se lect few. His assertions are
backed by old and new scientific
releases and careful observations
of the customs and actions of
America's indigenous peoples.
Among other things. he notes
how television has numbed us to
our surroundings to the point
where we are almost alien to
nature. Consequently, we must
re Iy upon artificial devices to
attain the smallest bit of
knowledge. Children have been
conditioned to accept the phony
as real and reject their ow n
natural impulses for th e
. 'truths" packaged and present-
ed to them by a crafty lot of
well-equipped and strongly
backed ad executives.
And though older. adults
(especially urban dwellers). are
no less victim to the outward
and subliminal attacks against
their subconscious faculties;
they too are having a hard time
ingesting the cardinal rule of the
television business: It is not a
means for entertainment but
strictly an aven ue for adverti-
sing. Sell, sell. sell! Hard sell,
soft sell. porn sell. scare sell.
It is all part of the vicious cycle
which begins with employment,
then consumerism, then enslave-
ment, ad nauseum.
It is important that we realize
that what Mander is telling us is
something we essentially know;
~. 'F _.,. e- .. .,. .... -.. ••••. " .~ _- _ ..: -, • .& .. • • -
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THEATRE
A Drama 'Without Enough; A Musical With Too Much
Greu Ph.llUps and MlcluJ,el Rupert star as father and SOD in "March of the Falsettos."
admissions process,
1981, from noon to Spm.
the job market, recruiters
New York to Los Angeles will
on the life of basebaII great
Jackie Robinson at the Martin
Beck does have many fine points.
The book, _written by newscaster
Joel Seigel, is superb. The major
characters are bel ievable and
they are capable of bringing us to
the point of laughter, sympathy,
and at times. loathing of the
racists who refuse to let Robin-
son achieve his dreams without
jumping obstacles.
Martin Chanin as director has
put his good mark on the staging
and the plot. for the most part.
moves with an even flow and
continuity. David Chapman's
sets. particularly one in which
it seemed as though a train were
pulling into its station was re-
markable and it showed clever-
ness and resourcefulness, as do
Carrie Robbins practical cos-
tumes.
The acting can also be com-
plimented. ,David Grier as the
late Ball player, Lonette McKee
as his wife Rachel, and David
Huddleston as Dodger owner
Branch Rickey all perform well..
So do most of the minor charac-
ters, particularly Court Miller as
the menacing racist Casey 'Hig-
gins who plays the part with
vivid color.
It's all there-a good book.
good acting. good costumes and
scenery and real-life protago-
nists and antagonists. So what
went wrong?
The music is a prime example.
Bob Brush's score showed im-
mense blandness and consider-
ing that there were almost IS
songs, there was hardly one in-
teresting modulation the whole
evening. Martin Chanin's lyrics
are even worse. The words are
over-simplified. conventional and
boring. After a scene where
Grier performs well, it seems lu-
dicrous that he should have to
sing lines like ··1 Have a Thirst to
be the First"-No. Mr. Chanin,
just having lines that rhyme do
not good lyrics make.
on stage make-up. The trans-
of'
formation he makes from second
rate actor to King Lear is abso-
lutely astonishing. His charac-
ter of a man seeking peace of
mind also receives our sympathy.
Sad to say, so does the script.
During the second act, Sir con-
fesses tha t he .. saw him ou t
there tonight' '-looking at him.
The point is carried no further.
Who is supposed to be ··him"-
is he saying that he was reflect-
ing inwardly upon himself? Is he
insinuating that ··him" is God
looking down? Or perhaps the
angel of death? Or is the theatre-
goer supposes, to believe what-
ever he wants? We are kept up in
the air about it.
N.Y. on Sunday, November 8
Speakers will discuss the
a career panel will exp10re
from over 30 law schools from
* * *
There are some enjoyable
scenes however. Especially while
King Lear is being played. One
moment in which the company
operates the sound effects for a
storm is particularly clever. The
play, during one scene, had
started to become enjoyable.. un-
til I realized that it was the pass-
ages from lear that I was enjoy-
ing so much. If we are to give
credit where credit is due, then it
is William Shakespeare and not
Ronald Harwood to whom' we
give our praise.
The Dresser had a lot of po-
tential. A company of extremely
accomplished actors. intelligent
and literate language. a plot
dealing with show business. and
the Bard used as a backdrop. Yet
there seemed to be a giant gap:
as if the whole production could
best be com pared to a sugar-
glazed donut. with an extremely
large hole.
Asian American Students
have materials available, and you wl'll be bl k fa e to tal in ormally to
Asian American law students and attorneys. LAW DAY is being jointly
sponsored by the New York metropolitan area chapters of the Asian
American Law Students Association (AALSA) and the Asian American Legal
Defense and Education Fund (AALDEF). For more information. con~act
AALDEF at 212-966-5932 or write to 350 Broadway, New York, N..Y. 10013.
"Ifwe are to give credit where credit
is due, then it is to William Shakespeare
and not to Ronald Harwood to whom
we shouldgilJe praise. "
ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS! Are you interested in going to law school?
Then come to our annual LAW DAY, being held this year at the N.Y,U.
School of Law. 40 Washington Square South, New York,
The First also raises some
serious questions for the theatre-
~
goer. The "first" question might
be: why make a show a musical
when it would be much better off
as a play?
Certainlv this musical based. ,
much, either, from the 12 minor
characters. With the exception of
Courtney and Rogers the com-
pany does nothing but run in and
out of Sir's dressing room blurt
ing out one liners. It is sad to
note that this is especially true
for veteran stage actress Marge
Redmond. who plays the stage
manager. Her talent is wasted
and she desc rves better. So. for
that matter. does Rachel Gurve v
as "Her Ladyship."
We are fortunate enough how-
ever to savor the performance of
Mr. Rogers. He plays the ail-
ing Shakespearian thespian with
style and taste. In one scene he
delivers his Iines while putting
to the pace by having all pieces
of furniture on wheels. This
way. when a piece isn't needed.
it's quickly wheeled off stage.
and vice versa. James Lapine's
direction is both creative and
cent rolled. How ever, t he real
honors go to composer William
Finn. who also wrote the lyrics.
His use of words not only
rhyme but match the charac-
ter's emotions. The music is a
perfect complement. It's a good
effort that hits the mark.
The entire cast acts and sings
nicely as an ensemble.' with
Michael Rupert (Marvin). Alison
Fraser (T'r ina ). and Chip Zein
(Mendel) rcp e a r i n g their
original roles. It's a breezy.
compact (t he running time is 70
minutes) musical that can
appeal to ev ervone.
A note: March of the
Falsettos. which won the 1981
Outer Critics' Circle Award for
Best Musical. is t he second of a
trilogy by Mr. Lapine. The first
play, In Trousers. showed us
Marvin leaving the women in
his life when he meets Whizzer.
As for the third play. Mr.
Lapine says he hasn't started
work on it ve t beca use "L'm- .
enjoying the success of this
show right now ."
formance we are dealing with
Sir's acting troupe which per-
forms a different Shakespeare
play every night. Tonight, they
are doing King Lear and act one
opens with Courtney worrying
about Sir's la teriess. He also re-
counts an incident in the street.
in which Sir threw a tantrum,
taking off his raincoat and jump-
ing on his hat. Rachel Gurvey, as
Sir's wife is also concerned about
his recent behavior.. However.
when Sir. played brilliantly by
Paul Rogers. makes his grand
entrance-the matter is virtually
dropped and we hardly hear a
word about it for the rest of the
evening. We never hear too
husband, kept a clean house.
and raised a nice family -her life
could be "..;happily ever after."
Little by little. Marvin and
Whizzer become disenchanted
with each other. They don't
have the same electricity as
they did a year ago. Argument
over trivial things lead to them
separating, and they are sorry
for it. Their story is paralleled
with Trina and Mendel's. whoes
relationship has also cooled off.
though they aye still together.
One night Marvin comes home
and is angered to find Trina and
Mendel loget her . When emo-
tions calm. they all (Whizzer
and Jason inc! u d e d ) ex press
their thoughts in a poignant
song. "I N ever Wanted to Love
You. '. At its conclusion. the
characters realize that they
s h 0 u Id t h ink o u t V,,- hat the v
want before jumping right into
a n e \V' reI at ion s hip. A t the
play's end. Mar v in has a father-
to-son talk with Jason. who
informs his fat her t hat he has
discovered--girls.
The show moves along at a
rapid pace and brings the
audience along wit hit. It's a
solid musical. played out en-
tirely in 20 songs--no dialogue.
The set by Douglas Stein adds
_ By BiD Dudley
Ronald Harwood, in his play.
The Dresser. has written a work
that leaves the theatregoer con-
fused. It is a confusion. not so
much with the way the play-
wright brings across his message
but rather. just what message is
he trying to bring across.. The
two act drama. which opened
earlier this week a t the Brooks
Atkinson. is so full of gaps and
voids that the theatregoer comes
out feeling empty,
Tom Courtney stars in the title
role as the costume dresser for
an actor-manager named .. Sir.. ,
Subsequently, at this per-
24 Rf:Alie···:.~iMitl;lte
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M arch of the Fa s et t o s , a
comedy about a husband who
leaves his wife and son for a
male lover, has just sett led in
for a long run at the Westside
Arts Theatre.
Marvin.· "happily" married to
Trina, falls in love with a youn-
ger man, Whizzer Brown. He
explains how it happened in a
humorous series of songs called
"Marvin At the Psychiatrist "(a
three-part mini-opera). When he
explains to Mendel, his psychia-
trist, Mendel pauses and then
asks "Where did I go wrong?"
Trina is shocked when she is
told, jason, his son, is too
young to comprehend. and the
situation doesn't react either
way. Marvin moves out. Trina
moves in with Mendel. There-
after. we see Marvin playing
with Whizzer at his apartment.
Trina playing with Mendel in
his office. and Jason playing
with his chess set alone at
home. Jason does not complain
or bot her the a d ul t s-vhes the
sanest person on the stage.
After a few sessions, Mendel
proposes to Trina. She sings
about her life and of how she
was told that if she loved her
November 2, 1981 The Ticker Page 13
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The will of the people is the only legitimate foundation of any govern-
ment, and to protect its free expression should be our first object.
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Answers to Last Quiz
[Joe Knows]
1. Dean Prentice who scored
391 career goals.
2. Jean Ratelle with 63 assists
in 1971-72.
Thurmond?
7. Who hit the most career
triples in baseball history?
8. Which two teammates hit
the mas t combined career
homeruns?
9. Which of the following pitch-
ers holds the World Series
.record for striking out the
most batters in a four-game
series: (A) Sandy Koufax,
(B) Christy Mathewson, ee)
Eddie Plank?
10. Who holds the NFL record
for the most interceptions
by a rookie?
for his high school team.
Having been born and raised
in New York City, it is difficult
to imagine how he could possi-
bly show as much loyalty and
reverence as he does for a team
whose home stadium is 250
miles from his house.
"I was raised a Met fan by
my father but when the team
began to self-destruct in the
mid-70's. I figured it was time to
find my own team." explained
Bob. "Being a Met fan makes
one a Yankee-hater and I guess
becoming a Red Sox rooter
seemed natural.
"When I began to follow
Boston, it was 1974 and the year
before they made it to the World
Series. And, I suppose, 1975
made me a devout and undying
fan of theirs. ,.
There were years of happiness
and sadness for Bob as the Sox
won game after game. but
always finishing second to the
hated Yankees. The one happy
consolation was that they usually
had the second best record in
the major leagues and would
have finished first in any other
division.
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6. Who has the most career






7. Who was the only player to
win the M. V.P. award for the
losing team (in a World
Series)?
8. Who caught the final out
in the Miracle Mets Series
of 1969?
9. Who was the losing Pitcher
in the 1975 Series' 7th and
deciding game?
10. Who won the M. V.P. In






SEMEN will be used for artificial insemination
for couples who cannot have children
due to male infertility.
All donor types are needed.
Donors will he fully screened and tested.
Accepted Donors are PAID'
1. Name the rookie who hit the




D. Tony Perez -
2. Name the only player to hit






3. Who holds the record for the






4. Who holds tIle record for the





D. Pee Wee Reese
5. Who has the most career







Special1978 proved a big shock to
Bob as "his" Red Sox lost a
giant 13 V2 - game lead. finished
tied for first place, and lost to
the Yankees in the playoff game.
"Darn it! We had Lynn, Rice.
Carlton Fisk, Dennis Eckersley.
Rick Burleson. George Scott and
we couldn't win the pennant,"
remembers Bob. "It wouldn't
have been so bad but the
Yankees had to be the ones to
kill us... those damn Yankees!"
He clutched the Red Sox
warm-up jacket that he had from
a former Boston player, through
a friend of a friend. It's his
pride and joy as well as his col-
lection of Red Sox yearbooks,
programs, and scorecards.
As the days of October have
gone by, there is little joy as the
New York Yankees won another
pennant but lost in tile World
Series. The only comfort for Bob
S. comes from the memories of
one October when the Red Sox
beat out the Bronx Bombers and
stood alone on top of the
American League- and, for that
moment in 1975, on top of the
world.
3. B) Rick Martin never won
the Rookie of th e Year
Award. Dryden won in 1972
and Vail won in 1975.
4. Walt Frazier with 14,617
pints.
5. Oscar Robinson dished out
14 assists in the 1961 AIl-
Star game.
6. B) Larry Kenon.
7. Rogers Hornsby's average of
.424 in 1924 for the St. Louis
Cardinals is the highest post
lc)()() batting average.
8. Mickey Mantle is the career
leader in the World Series
homeruns with 18.
9. Jim Brown scored the most
career- touchdowns rushing.
10. Jim Zorn holds the record
for the most yards passing in
a season by an NFL rookie.





1. Who is the all time NHL
goal scoring leader among
players whose last name
begins with the letter B?
2. Who holds the Ranger record
for most points in a season?
3. Which one of the following
players holds the NHL
record for the most penalty
minutes in one game: (A)
Dave Schultz, (B) Jim Dorey,
(C) Bryan Watson?
4. Who holds the NBA record
for most rebounds in a
game?
5. Who is the Knicks' all time
leading rebounder?
6. Which one of these .players
accumulated the most career
rebounds: (A) Jerry Lucas,
(B) Walt Bellamy, (C) Nate
The ball sailed into the gap in
left-centerfield. Craig Nettles
trotted into second base with a
double and three R.B.I.'s as the
Oakland fielders converged on
-the ball at the' '430" mark at
the wall. Over the small color
television, the Yankee
announcers praised their team
over and over again with a
steady supply of "Holy Cows!"
and "How do you like thats! ,.
"I can't take this any more,"
Bob S. said in disgust as he
reached over to change the
channel. The disgust turned to
despair and hurt - a deep hurt.
For not only isn't Bob a Yankee
rooter but he also is a devout
Boston Red Sox fan, which
makes the pain worse.
Bob, settling his huge form
back into his chair, could only
groan and look at the images
that adorned his bedroom wall.
Posters of Jim Rice. Carl
Yastrzemski. and Fred Lynn
hung amongst pictures of him-
self in his football uniform -








to give up cigarettes
for a day. Give it a
try. You might find
you can quit forever"
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Statesmen Shooting for CUNY Title
1981 Soccer team is rolling toward a ehampionshlp.
-
By Mike Angelo
The Baruch soccer team has
acquired a reputation. They're a
proud team following a winning
formula, They don't always win,
but they command the respect of
other teams. Though many of
the faces from last year's 9-3-1
team are gone, the Statesmen's
confidence is still there. Midway
through this season they are
4-2-2, and in a very good posi-
tion to win the CUNY Con-
ference Title, if they can beat
Brooklyn and CCNY in upcoming
games.
If it weren't for a five game
unbeaten '" streak, Baruch
wouldri'f be contending for the
title.
After tying Dominican, and
shutting out Medgar Evers.
Baruch ls next game was on
October 7, against Queens.
Despite missing four of their
starters, Garfield Dilworth,
Steve Pantin, Ian Park in and
Tyrone- Stanton, they were still a
better team than Queens, and
won 2-1. The ever-exciting Mark
Younker scored one goal, and
the winner was scored by
Savvas Hadjitofis, playing in
only his second game at Baruch.
Three days later, Baruch
visited John Jay, who played
better than Queens, but shared
the same fate. The final socre
was 4-2. Garfield Dilworth, J.P.
Vi t t or i n i , Mark Younker, and
Fabio Dehakiz were the stars of
the game with a goal each.
Going into the ir next game
vvi th Concordia, the Statesmen
were hot. But Concordia has
improved since last year. and
rh e contest was tight. Con-
cordia scored early in the first
half; however the statesmen
could easily have struck first had
they not blown numerous scoring
opportunities. Some over anxious
playing, plus good goal keeping,
deJayed scoring-until late in the
game. But with two minutes left
in the game, "live-wire" Captain
Garfield Dilworth broke into the
penalty area only to be taken
down before he could score. A
penalty was awarded to Baruch
and the task fell to lead scorer,
Steve Pantin, to knot the game.
He did, and the game ended 1-1.
So after seven garnes, the
S ta tesmen were first in the
CUNY Confernece with a 3-0-1
record. That was short-lived
however when they faltered in
their ne~t game against Hunter.
Baruch lost 1·0, and undefeated
Brooklyn and CCNY climbed
ahead. The Hawks upset a dis-
organized Baruch team, and may
have spoiled the Statesmen's
chance for a title. However,
that's not the feeling on the
team.
Coach Henry is not the type
that would settle for second place
while first place is within reach.
So expect to hear about the great
showdowns with Brooklyn and
CCNY. If for any reason, the
team falls short this year ifs not
because the.'ve been cheated.
Volleyball Team Spiked by Missing Players
"INTRAMURALS"




The 1.3,6, mile runs will be held
November 8, at 10:00 a. m. in
Central Park.
Hats off to competitors of the
New York City Marathon held
last Sunday. An estimated
14,000 runners took part in the
event.
The famous "Mr. Baruch" con-
test will be held December 17.
The entry deadline for those
interested is Dec. 5. See Tom
Cracovia, Room 610A.
and who can play to JOIn her
squad. Contact Ms. Ferretti
through the athletic department,
room 712. of the 23rd St.
building. Hurry! It's now or
never.





15. Harold "Red" Grange.
16, Joe Louis
17. Citation
_ 18. Prima Camera
19. Jacksonville'
20. Chicago BeaTS
An aerobic dance class will be
held November 19 in room 1125
from 1:00-2:00 p.m. All are
welcome!
Dance
game was refereed by Clifford
Marshall and Assistant Basket
ball Coach Al Ford.
There were originally twelve
teams in this exciting event, four
of which have been eliminated.
The eight teams left are allowed
to lose two games before being
eliminated from the tournament.
NEXT ISSUE: Highlights from
"The Wrecking Crew" vs. "Just
for Fun," and ••Baruch" against
the "Running Rebels".
Coach Ferretti said, "There is
still room for more players. We
are now a small team and we're
losing some of our best
players. "
Ferretti would like women




4. University of Michigan







Watch out! Intramural basket-
ball may be as exciting as
varsity. Sure, several varsity
players are members of the intra-
mural teams, but there is added
substance which gives the intra-
murals the edge.
Several students who don't
make varsity or can't sacrifice
the time for practice have a
chance to participate by select-
ing and naming their own
teams. And the names add to
the fun. "The Brew Crew,"
.,' The Untouchables." "The Red
Devils" and the all famous
"Blarney Stones," are composed
of students out just to have fun.
Said one player: "After Stat.
1015 this helps me to unwind."
In the latest round of events
the "Brew Crew," surprisingly
lost to the ., Ball Busters." In
the final second of the game a
ball buster managed to make a
free throw giving his team a one
point edge over' 'The' Crew."
The score 36-35.
"BBQ" (Brooklyn, Bronx &
Queens) stunned "Blarney
Stone," 47-42 but not without a
fight from "The Stones." Heavy
fan support for "The Stones"
made the game exciting. The
hitters. Zucarmelle Desire who
returned from last year, bas re-
tired for the season due to
shoulder injuries. Other players
who promised to support the
team have apparently lost
interest and quit.
The women,however, started
the fifth week of the season with
a win against Concordia. Al-
though it was only the second
win of the season. they were,
thrilled after the victory. As the
game progressed, the outcome
seemed fatal for the States-
women. Then, surprisingly, they
overcame their nervousness and
conquered their opponent with
15-9 15-15 and 15-9 scores.
Robin Bethea arrd Vivian Publicio
gave remarkable spikes and
serves which eventually led
Baruch to victory.
The team has a tough weekj
ah ead of them, with a heavy
schedule of five home games.
They hope to be successful in
the upcoming games and they
are 'sure they'll defeat C.C.N. Y.
The team lost four of its four-
teen players, causing a problem
for Coach Ferretti who was de-
pending on the bench which now
has two people.
One of the team' s strongest
By KeriDe Chang
What's happening to our
volleyball team? They do have
the winning spirit but they can't
seem to conq uer their oppo-
nents. The team suffered its
fifth loss, with a 3-1 score, when
they played Iona.
On the 14th they lost again to
Lehman. by a score of 3-0. The
team played well, but the Leh-
man team, beaten by the States-
men last season, was back for
revenge. It was the final game
last season which produced a
fantastic 19-3 record for the
States women.
The team also lost to Mercy
College. "The team's battle
against Mercy has been the'
toughest. It's the best game
we have played so far," said
Coach Ferretti.
It was a long and exciting
game and although the team lost
3-0, they showed great spirit and
sportsmanship.
